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About This Game

Turn the crank, rotate the gears, push the levers, Use the catapult, explode it, or fly it...From grilling sausages with a pulley,
gears, rubberbands and a candle to firing a cannon with a basketball, these wacky brain-teasers will light up your imagination

with creative and addictive fun.

Key Features:

70+ Elements

Addictive Fun!

200+ Challenges

Design your own Puzzles with the Building Editor

Multiple Solutions!

3D Graphics & Real Time Shadows
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As an interesting and somewhat successful adventure game, Alter Ego is the last video game made by Czech developer team,
Future Games which we were familiar from the first game in The Black Mirror series. The studio was closed in 2011 due to
financial problems after the release of this last game - which was also the probable underlying reason behind the abrupt ending we
have here.

19th century, Plymouth. The city is shaken with the untimely death of Sir William, a deformed young noble with a handful of
speculations running about his nature in the newspapers. At the time his funeral is being arranged, the swindler and street rat
Timothy Moor comes to the city on a cargo carrier as a stowaway, apprehended by sailors. He manages to escape to find his
childhood friend Brian for a job, only to find himself in an uncanny intrigue concerning Sir William himself. Following Tim's
misfortune, Detective Briscol - who has just started his first day on the job, investigating a disturbance in the cemetery just after the
funeral - becomes a part of the same uncanny intrigue as well. As the story progresses, our unlikely heroes will cross paths to try
and shed some light into the dreadful business.

Spoilers for the following paragraph! Firstly, the storyline - being interesting enough during the game - closes up with a dark and
unsatisfactory ending; leaving many loose ends which results with the unnecessary demise of our heroes. It is wrapped and
misconcluded badly, with stupid mistakes on our "brilliant" main heroes' part. The last dialogue between our main heroes is
misguiding and uncharacteristic, screaming out "we couldn't end the game as we intended to due to budget problems". The whole
experience is as good as it lasts, but by the last 10 minutes of the game, you'll be disappointed if you'll be expecting an interesting
conclusion.

Our main characters on the other hand, are intriguing and well written antiheroes rather than benevolent defenders of justice. They
are successfully portrayed with their inner monologues displayed for the player, to reveal some truth to their nature aside their
demeanor. They have severe character flaws, somewhat foul natures and an incredible amount of vanity; eventually resulting with
their own downfall. Very humane and very well-done.

Graphics are made in AGDC, resulting in a successfully grim atmosphere with grayish colors dominating the century. Environment
design is probably one of the upsides of the game, alongside an especially satisfactory voice acting with proper accents of the time.
Character interactions and facial features are also appreciable. As an adventure game, Alter Ego is nothing extraordinary though.
There are hardly any puzzles or actual item combinations. Items themselves are pretty obvious to encounter and gather too. As a
mystery and crime investigation game though, it sure is noteworthy - especially the parts where we play as detective Bristol:
gathering clues, interrogating witnesses and trying to guess the logic behind occurrences. The parts with Tim rely on story
progression rather than mystery mainly and presents loose ends for detective Briscol eventually.

If you are to keep your expectations limited, Alter Ego is a nice experience with a really lame ending. It has some imaginative ideas,
good character builds and a potentially interesting story if only it would be displayed a bit more elaborately. If you stumble upon it
on a decent sale, why not?

Please also check out Lady Storyteller's Curator page here - follow for regular updates on reviews for other games!. Great game,
just needs more players!. great platformer game where you have to run and run and run jump and jump and jump because
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creators has invented lots and lots of different obstacles, shots, engines, propellers, enemies so you just cannot have a spare
second :) - and this is what i liked in a game: it does not stay the same; everything changes, the very next moment after you seem
you just got used to it you are getting something new that keeps you in - game is a challenge!
i think platformer games are just eternal - whatever the technologies may come to we still play platformer games -
and i recommend this one.. I liked this quite a bit until I got near the end and it switched to a different type game. Until then the
it was an enjoyable relaxation game. Still, I recommend it because overall it was very good.. +Good soundtrack.
+Auto fight or manual.
+Equip gear automatically or manual.
+Graphics is nice.
+You can unlock all things without paying a cent.
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This is a terrific digital implementation of a wonderful game. It has the same humor and fast action of the physical board game,
and now you can play with people around the world.

Action cards are not yet implemented, but otherwise the mechanics are well implemented with a very good interface.

Well done to Catrabbit for an amazing job!. This is a really good and budding game. It'll make you think strategically, tactially
and has a brilliant campaign map\/Real Time Combat feature.

It is full of potential, and makes people nostalgic of older games .

Some may recognise the combat mechanics from flash games, but with the money coming in might come shipping convoys, 113
day grand campaign and many details to be added.

It is a game that rewards patience and practise and I highly, highly reccommend this addicting game!

There is no auto-save feature, but I recommend saving each midnight rather than before each battle - take the casulties!. Just in
case the description of this game leaves you with any doubt: this is first person minesweeper with clunky mechanics.. This game
is an absolute joke.

I can forgive the premise of it being a memory matching game, it blatantly says that right on it.

But it's completely broken. You don't even have to make matches, just keep clicking one card to rack up points (literally any
card, cards can be flipped multiple times and each time it registers as a match) and win every game. Not to mention it's just
a randomly generated grid of cards with no difficulty curve or difference in gameplay.

Certainly one to avoid, especially at the asking price!. I just love it!. No support for wide screens, flickering menus ... Some
examples of a game very badly finished in defiance of the players. In the end, a very arcade game that could have been just fun
if it did not try to spoil the player's experience. Keep your money !. Brilliant FREE game, that trumps similar puzzle-solving
games by giving you infinite solutions, and encouraging you to take advantage of its wonkiness. The closest thing I can compare
it to is the Scribblenauts series, although this isn't nearly as complex of course.
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